S T A T I O N A R Y

C O M P A C T O R S

RJ-225 Ultra®
Stationary Compactor

Ideally suited
for commercial
and medium
industrial
applications
Over 52,000 lbs.
(23587 kg) of
compaction force
Tr i c o n F u l l n e s s
Assurance
System
Multiple options
available

Stationary and self-contained compactors.
By

S T A T I O N A R Y

C O M P A C T O R S

RJ-225 Ultra® Compactor

Malls
Light industrial and
heavy commercial
applications
Small distribution
centers and
warehouses
Shopping centers

Marathon’s RJ-225 Ultra stationary compactor is a highly efficient,
economical compactor for cost-conscious waste generators.
The RJ-225 provides many cost-saving benefits including labor
reduction, fewer collection pick-ups, and
space-saving design.
The RJ-225 Ultra is equipped with a sidemounted power unit. The power unit’s
configuration eliminates all electrical
components within the compactor. It
features an operator-accessible reset
button for the motor starter, which eliminates
the need to access the control box in order to
reset the motor starter. The external limit switch reduces
maintenance costs.
The RJ-225 Ultra compactor is fully automatic. The operator can simply
dump waste into the large 40 1/2-inch (1029mm) x 60-inch (1524mm) charge box opening
and turn the key. After the compaction cycle is complete, the unit shuts down automatically.
Key operation gives the operator absolute control over the compactor operation. The packing
ram is supported by intelligently designed cast iron shoes that ride on replaceable wear strips.
This exclusive design protects the charge box floor from the full force of the packing ram,
extending the ram’s life cycle and dramatically reducing compaction-robbing friction.

The RJ-225 Ultra features Marathon's
side-mounted power unit. The power
unit offers the convenience and easeof-maintenance of a remote power pack
with the space savings of an integrated
power pack. The configuration also
eliminates ALL electrical components
from inside the compactor.
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Stationary and self-contained compactors.

For more information or to order, call 1-800-633-8974 or visit us at www.marathonequipment.com.

